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Producer & Engineer Joe Reider has been busy in the mixing process of our
new sample pack, the Natural Drum set. With over 100 Mb of sample

material, this new collection follows the footsteps of the previous Natural
Pack Vol. 5 released in April. The collection captures sounds of the

Ecuadorian Death March that are used in the traditional pre-Hispanic dances
where the music enhances the movement of the dance. We have added

three new clusters containing three different types of frames, hammers, and
slides. The collection is split in three parts capturing a Percussion section
with drums, Hooligan snaps, and Jibaro drum. A Light Percussion section

consists of xylophones, triangle, conga drums, rattle, and bongo mallets. We
also added a collection of African drums and a more exotic section of gongs,

xylophones, shaker, and rattles. Award winning producer & Engineer Joe
Reider has created a sample library for BeatsMastered in collaboration with
8dio which will be released on November 8th 2015. This sample library is of
huge importance for many producers. With this sample, you will have more
than 100 individual samples that can be tweaked to your needs. Joe Reider
has been busy in the mixing process and he finished this sample set to a

very high standard. In this collection, Joe Reider focusses on a 7-panel
claves, two floor toms and one bass drum. The library is also complemented

by 37 beats that can be added to your production. If you want to add a
different sound to your existing drum beat, you now have the possibility to
do that. The MicroDrum features exclusively claves or small tom drums that

produce incredible results. The Tomber has claves and a 14"-14"-14"-14"
tom setup. This collection also includes different samples from the drum set.
The samples are mainly sampled at medium or high samples and they are
processed with either tube or boutique processing. Almost every sample is
mapped with controllable velocity curves and has an amazingly dry signal.
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Sound: 8Dio, a label that
seems to contain more
instruments than just
drum kits, has opened
the door to the Soul
Playground with this
latest release. I dont

know if youve heard of
Soul Playground, but its
what this collection of
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sounds is intended for.
Soul Playground is a
contemporary, high-

energy, groove-based
library that is specifically

designed for a large
ensemble of percussion
instruments. Thus, this

library is perfectly suited
for hip-hop/jazz/soul/funk

and the like. This is a
very fun and funky
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library for hip-
hop/soul/funk and the

like. It has six drum kits
with bass lines, including
a funky full kit, as well as
two ribbon sets, so you
have plenty of options.
Each kit is 16 to a note,

but with 70 drum
samples that range from

classic fat snare to a
brash euphonium. 8Dio s
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brilliant production skills
have really gone a long

way in making this
collection really hip. So,

if you are making hip-hop
or r&b, funk, or soul, you
ll find something here for

you. First off, if youve
heard my reviews of their
other libraries, you know

how good this guys
sounds. For this library,
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they have not skimped
on the amount of sounds.
You get 16 to a note with
six kits, but you also get

two sets of ribbons,
which will have you

playing as many as 52
different drums, and
theyre all very well-
suited for funky bass

lines. Tiberius Drumming
is a series of rhythm-
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playing drums sampled
from a single drum kit
and recorded in open
stereo. The kit is the

same used by the
Russian National

Orchestra for the Moscow
Tchaikovsky Open

Musical Festival which
Tiberius Drumming was
created for. 5ec8ef588b
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